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AGENT HEADSHOT

8404 Rosalie Ave
Brentwood, 63144

Circa 1956:                      Amazing location in the very heart of Brentwood! This lovely brick 
ranch is sitting pretty among mature trees with a shaded front yard and porch. 
It's peaceful privacy in a fantastic neighborhood. Step inside to find a bright & 
spacious living room with unique parquet floors, crown molding, and a beautiful 
picture window overlooking the Dogwood Trail to Oak Tree Park. The kitchen has 
custom glass-front cabinets, granite countertops, new appliances and connects 
to the living room, dining room, and three-season sunroom, perfect for 
entertaining. The impressive sunroom has a vaulted ceiling and sliding glass 
doors to access your fenced-in backyard with patio, a perfect place to relax. The 
partially finished LL has been updated with new lighting and cool epoxy floors. 
There's also an unfinished area for storage with a washer/dryer that can stay. 
This location is top-notch, just a quick walk to Brentwood Promenade, 
Maplewood Commons, walking trails, playgrounds, schools, w/ easy access to 
highways, restaurants, and shopping. Don't miss out!

Katie Taylor

(314) 504-4194
Katie.Taylor@CircaSTL.com
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DISCLAIMER: This floor plan sketch 
is an auto-generated layout based 
on the photos, with estimated 
dimensions, and is only intended to 
convey the basic layout of the 
structure and cannot be relied 
upon by a buyer for accuracy nor 
for calculation of square footage. 
Any measurements of rooms, or 
placement of doors, windows, and 
any other item are approximate and 
no responsibility is taken for any 
error, omission, or misstatement. 
This plan is for illustrative purposes 
only and should only be used as 
such by any prospective purchaser.

VISIT 8404ROSALIE.COM FOR VIRTUAL TOUR AND MORE INFORMATION
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1 Carport

6599 ft²
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$17.00

P The neighborhood has four walking trails
and multiple parks!
PWindow treatments throughout the house

& blackout blinds in bedrooms
P Heater in bathroom; great for cold winter

mornings.
P Storage bin in carport can stay with the

house!
P Fire pit in back yard can stay, if you want!
P Ring security system staying with house.

Alarms on main windows and doors.
P Close to ALL the shops and highways, I

mean, you can walk to Starbucks!
P Check out the walking trail right across

the street! Just wait til Spring comes!
P Every season is beautiful out of this

gorgeous picture window.
P All kitchen appliances are less than 4

years old.




